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ABSTRACT

Purpose: The target of this study is to reveal which aids used are the best method for acquiring knowledge. Especially by the use of Quality management tools regarding spreadsheets and statistics software. Therefore video tutorials, personal support and written instructions, as aids, are compared with and without time pressure.

Methodology/Approach: Students of the quality management class participated in two tests in order to capture user behavior. In the first part the students (n = 56) were asked about their user behavior regarding aids after a project that lasted several months. In the second part the students (n = 40) were given two aids and captured which aids they are using. The duration period and the quality of the results were also documented. At the end of both tests, the students were asked about their future favorite aids.

Findings: The first test revealed that 73% of the students used the video tutorial as an aid for their work. In future situations the students would work with written instructions, as long as there is no time pressure. If time limitation is a factor, they would rather work with video tutorials again. The second test confirmed that using video tutorials allowed for a shorter duration period. 48% were using the video tutorial while 38% used the written instruction. The suitability rating of the aids as well as the quality of the result did not differ. In future situations, the students would work again with video tutorials with or without time pressure.

Research Limitation/implication: The usage of video tutorials, personal support and written instructions for the application of Quality management tools with the use of appropriate software has been examined. The results do not show conclusions about the extent to which the aids are used for the mediation of complex issues. Follow-up studies are required for this purpose.
Originality/Value of paper: Among these three aids with regard to time pressure, video tutorials as well as the personal support seem to be the most efficient. If time pressure was applied to the test setting, the video tutorial was preferred. In the considered setting the use of video tutorials is recommended.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The usage of new media and technologies has changed the knowledge transfer over the past several decades. Learning platforms are often used to provide scripts, texts, and handouts, via the Internet, for all learners. Another innovation of the computer age is e-learning. Computer-based learning has evolved the increasingly popular teaching style of the video tutorial. Such learning videos can be used for self-organized learning.

In this work, the available tools that are used for the acquisition of knowledge and revitalization is investigated. The use of video tutorials as an aid is compared with the use of written instructions and the personal support of third parties.

The user behavior in regard to the aids will be tested in the utilization of Quality management (QM) software tools. The software skills among the participants are heterogeneous. For that reason, aids for the acquisition of knowledge and revitalization are necessary.

In 2004 the European Commission of Statistics published a statistic regarding the computer skills among the European population. It was noticed that 45% of the interviewees have little to no computer skills. 44% of the 16-74 year olds and 65% of the 16-24 year olds have basic knowledge in the usage of spreadsheet software such as common arithmetic formulae (Eurostat, 2015).

Computer skills are necessary in today’s professional life. In 2017, 55% of European employees regularly used a computer. Using software is also required by the implementation of software tools in quality management (Eurostat, 2018).

The efficient knowledge transfer and the provision of suitable tools requires the learner’s awareness and willingness to use these aids.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

The use of video tutorials for different areas of learning at universities and schools has been analyzed in a number of studies.

Further studies dealing with this topic can be found from authors such as Morgan, et al. (2002) Balsley, et al. (2005), Boster, et al. (2006), Coffee and Hillier (2008), Jones, Dean and Hui-Chan (2010) and van der Meij and van der Meij (2015). All studies confirm that the learning performances supported by the use of video tutorials are similar to those supported by a teacher or other teaching materials. In some cases, the groups that used video tutorials even performed better.

In a study, the suitability of video tutorials for teaching software skills in quality management has been examined. Sixty-five students in the quality management class (n = 65) in the age of 19 to 28 participated in this study. 62% of the participants study Business Administration, 32% Industrial Engineering and 7% in other technical disciplines. The students were divided into two groups (Group 1: n = 31, Group 2: n = 34) and separated into two rooms. Both groups received an identical task. A QM tool should be used with the help of a software. One group was supported by a tutor, the other group got a video tutorial. Before and after the experiment, both groups got a survey to gather data such as personal data, software skills, requirements of aids and the suitability of the aids. Additionally, the task from the experiment was clocked and the result was rated. The analysis was done with the help of IBM SPSS and Microsoft Excel. The following results were revealed. The type of the used aid has no influence on the suitability of the aid, rated by the students or on the experiment’s result rating and neither on the needed time to solve the problem. Video tutorials are a valid alternative to the personal tutor (Worlitz, et al., 2016).

It is questionable how these aids are provided and used with reflection on praxis.

### 3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS PART I

In order to record the user behavior, two experiments with students of the quality management class were performed.

#### 3.1 Database of the Survey Part I

In the first part a study with fifty-six students was implemented. 71% of the participants study Business Administration, 23% Industrial Engineering and 5% other technical disciplines. 55% of the participants were male, 45% female.

#### 3.2 Survey Strategy Part I

The students worked on an improvement project in cooperation with a company. It was necessary to use QM tools with the help of software. In the beginning different aids were provided to the students, such as video tutorials. After the project was finished, the students were interviewed with the use of an online survey about their usage of the aids.
3.3 Survey Results Part I

In these improvement projects, 73% of the students used video tutorials. The students were asked to rank the aids for knowledge acquisition and revitalization, from most efficient to least efficient, if they would be part of an improvement project team in a company and would have to use a QM tool (see Fig. 1).

As a result it can be assumed that the students would predominantly use written instructions, rather than video tutorials and as a last resort the personal support.

The students were also asked if they would change this ranking if they would have to complete the task as quickly as possible (see Fig. 2).

As the results reveal, written instructions drop from the first rank to the third. 38% would use video tutorials, 34% would prefer personal support.

4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS PART II

Based on the results of the first study, the suitability and user behavior of video tutorials was compared to written instructions.

The following three hypothesis were created.

*H 1a* The type of the predominantly used aid (video tutorial or written instruction) has an influence on the rated suitability of the aid in order to solve the task.
H 1b The type of the predominantly used aid (video tutorial or written instruction) has an influence on the results the students achieved in the task.

H 1c The type of the predominantly used aid (video tutorial or written instruction) has an influence on the time which was necessary to solve the task.

4.1 Database of the Survey Part II

Fourty students in the age from 19 to 31 from the quality management class participated in this study. 53% of the participants study Business Administration, 40% Industrial Engineering and 7% other technical disciplines. 58% of the participants were male, 43% female.

4.2 Survey Strategy Part II

The task given to the students was to create a Quality Control Chart by the use of MS Excel. All data was provided via an online portal. Aids for the task were provided, such as a video tutorial as well as written instructions, both were created by the same tutor. The students were free to choose which aid they used and asked to record the claimed time for the task. The task was provided within an MS Excel spreadsheet. The result was submitted via e-Mail.

The students were asked to fill out a questionnaire before and after the task. By using identification numbers it was possible to match the questionnaires with the submitted task. It took about ten minutes to complete the survey. The two questionnaires were designed as follows.

The first questionnaire, which was completed before the task, contained a small introductory text followed by personal data, software skills and general knowledge acquisition.

After the task, a second questionnaire was filled out by the students. The questionnaire was divided into two parts. In one part the general user behavior regarding aids was gathered. In the other part the students were asked about the suitability of the aids regarding the given task.

4.3 Survey Results Part II-I

The survey revealed following results regarding software skills, the acquisition of knowledge and the general user behavior regarding the aids.

With the use of a 7-Point-Likert scale from 1 “very low” to 7 “very high” the participants were asked about their software skills. The students estimated their MS Excel skills in a medium range ($\bar{x} = 3.85$). Knowledge with similar software was rated lower ($\bar{x} = 2.71$). So the students are capable to use basic functions such as formulas, diagrams and formatting.
With the use of a 7-Point-Likert scale from 1 “rarely” to 7 “very often” the participants were asked about for which purpose they would use this aid. The students used the aids for knowledge acquisition as well as knowledge revitalization (Fig. 3).

![Figure 3 – Usage of Aids](image1)

The participants are using video tutorials often for personal purposes ($\bar{x} = 5.18$) as well as university purposes ($\bar{x} = 5.15$). Written instructions are used somewhat often for personal purposes ($\bar{x} = 4.45$) and often for university purposes ($\bar{x} = 5.37$). Both aids are occasionally used to improve MS Excel knowledge ($\bar{x}_{VT} = 3.5; \bar{x}_{SI} = 3.11$).

Written instructions are predominantly used to demand facts and video tutorials are used to gain user oriented knowledge (Fig. 4).

![Figure 4 – User Behavior Based on the Type of Knowledge](image2)

More than 50% of the participants are using video tutorials and written instruction once a week (see Fig. 5).

![Figure 5 – Usage Frequency](image3)
In the process of the practical task, 48% (19 students) predominantly used the video tutorial, which means more than 60% of the overall-aid-usage. 38% (15 students) predominantly used written instructions. The others (15%) did not use one of the two aids to more than 60%. That means, no aid was used or a different aid was used or both aids were used in equal shares.

4.4 Survey Results Part II-II

The survey regarding the suitability of aids enables the review of the hypothesis. Thirty-four students (n = 34) participated in this survey, which were using predominantly one aid. Based on the students’ answers the hypotheses were tested. The analysis was done with the help of IBM SPSS Statistics (see Tab. 1, Tab. 2 and Tab. 3).

Table 1 – Test Hypothesis a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How useful was the provided aid regarding the task?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Null hypothesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The distribution across the categories „type of aid“ is identical.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

→ H0 a is not rejected. The type of the predominantly used aid has no influence on the rated suitability of the aid in order to solve the task.

Table 2 – Test Hypothesis b

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How good was the task done?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Null hypothesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The distribution across the categories „type of aid“ is identical.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

→ H0 b is not rejected. The type of the predominantly used aid has no influence on the results the students achieved in the task.

Table 3 – Test Hypothesis c

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How long was the duration period of the task in minutes?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Null hypothesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The distribution across the categories „type of aid“ is identical.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

→ H0 c is rejected. H1 c has a significance level of 95.3%. The type of the predominantly used aid has influence on the time which was necessary to solve the task.

Students who predominantly used the video tutorial needed in average 30 min to process the task. Students who used the written instructions needed in average
39 min to process the task. That implies, video tutorials suit better for tasks that have to be accomplished under time pressure.

After the task, the students were asked how they would rank the used aids, if they would have to refresh their knowledge, and if they would have to work on a similar task later (see Fig. 6).

![Figure 6 – Ranking of Aids](image)

The majority of students would use the video tutorial, and secondly the written instruction. The video tutorial was rated higher than in the previous ranking.

Also the students were asked how they would change the order, if they would have to work on the task under time pressure (Fig. 7).

![Figure 7 – Ranking of Aids, Pressed for Time](image)

As the results reveal, written instructions are now ranked third. 42% of the students would use a video tutorial first, 32% would use the personal support.

### 5 Discussion and Future Research Direction

The students have basic knowledge and respectively enhanced knowledge in the use of statistical and spreadsheet software. Only a few are able to work on a very advanced level. Accordingly, there is a need to close the lack of competence.
Among the three aids, video tutorials and the personal support are the most suitable when under time pressure. In regards to time pressure, the video tutorial is preferred.

Experienced video creators would spend approximately four hours for recording a video tutorial as it was used in this experiment. The used time for the experiment’s task was in average approximately half an hour. As a consequence, up to eight requests to the same topic, the personal support is the most efficient aid; assuming that personal support is available every time. Over eight requests to the same topic, video tutorials are the recommended aid.

The results are limited on the user behavior of aids used for QM tools within MS Excel. It can be assumed, that the results can be transferred on the use of QM tools within other statistical and spreadsheet software. More studies are necessary to support this thesis.

The results do not cover the user behavior of aids in complex tasks. To examine this, more studies would be necessary.

The study was implemented with students of the quality management class. Further research should focus on knowledge management in companies.

6 CONCLUSION

In private, as well as in university life, students regularly use video tutorials and written instructions. Video tutorials are predominantly used for gaining user oriented knowledge. For gaining factual knowledge, written instructions are used more often. Providing video tutorials for user oriented knowledge is recommended for universities, training academies and companies. Especially under time pressure, video tutorials are an efficient alternative to written instructions and personal support.
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